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At Home in an Astonishing World:
The Square Stories of Louis Jensen
by Lise Kildegaard
Louis Jensen, the Danish author
of more than 70 books, has published
poetry, memoir, and fiction for adult
readers, but he is best known for his
children and young adult books. He
has won numerous literary prizes
and honors, including the Nordic
Children's Prize (1996), the Hans
Christian Andersen Stipend (1998)
and the Gyldendals Store Bernebogspris
(Gyldendal's Big Children's Book Prize)
(2009). He has been nominated several
times for both of the most prestigious
international awards in children's
literature,
the
Astrid
Lindgren Louis Jensen in Decorah, Iowa in
Nov. 2008.

Memorial Prize, and the Hans Christian
Andersen Award. In 2010, he made the short list (five authors, chosen
from a list of 28, nominated from 32 countries) for the Hans Christian
Andersen Award.
In 2002, the Danish National Arts Foundation recognized Jensen's
contributions to Danish arts when he was added to the roster of the
Statens Kunstfond H~dersydelser-the list of Danish artists and cultural
figures who receive state support in the form of a yearly stipend in
recognition of their contributions to culture. This roster of artists
reads like a "Who's Who" of the contemporary Danish cultural scene.
Among the 275 artists are many with international reputations, like
author Peter H0eg, poets Pia Tafdrup and Henrik Nordbrandt, and
filmmakers J0rgen Leth and Lars Von Trier. While children's literature
is arguably a more prestigious literary category in Denmark than in
other countries, not many of the artists who have been chosen for this
honor are known primarily for the art they have made for children.
Louis Jensen joins Cecil B0dker, Bjame Reuter, and the illustrator
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Dorte Kalleb~k in the small group of artists recognized by the state
primarily for their contributions to children's literature.
Square Story Project: 1,001 Stories

In 1992, Jensen began an ambitious and innovative project, to
write 1,001 stories. These very short stories-most are under 100
words-are collected into books of 100 stories each. As of 2014, Jensen
has published nine volumes in the series, and thus 900 of the stories
so far. His plan is to write 10 volumes of 100 stories, and an eleventh
volume with a single story. Each story is formatted.in a square shape,
and each story is printed on a single, separate page.
While the 900 square stories Jensen has published so far are wildly
diverse and difficult to categorize, the very first one, published in
1992 in Jensen's first collected volume, Hundrede historier (A Hundred
Stories), offers a representative glimpse into the expansive literary
universe the stories inhabit. That universe is at once deeply familiar
and totally astonishing, and Jensen draws the reader in straight away:
Once upon a time there was a cheerful baker who made
a special kind of cookie. Just imagine, they could walk
all by themselves over to the place where they were to be
eaten. The baker told them to go down Western Avenue, to
Number 14. And so they walked a long way down Western
Avenue (and they were singing the whole way) and rang
the bell. And when the woman in the house opened the
door, they told her they had come from the cheerful baker,
to be eaten at coffee time.
This amusing story charms the reader in just five sentences.
Cookies that walk and sing, how funny! The experience of the humans
in the story also seems wonderful. The baker seems happy with his
special creation. The woman in the house must be delighted that
treats are arriving in time for coffee hour. Human labor is marvelously
reduced in a world where inanimate objects are given the power to
do exactly what we would like them to do. By imagining cookies that
walk right up to the door and ring the bell, Jensen opens up a world
of possibilities.
This first story also introduces the reader to Jensen's playful
use of literary devices and literary traditions. Jensen leads off with
an allusion to the classic opening of a fairy tale. Danish fairy tales
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traditionally begin with der var engang (there was once), the Danish
equivalent of "once upon a time." Jensen inverts the phrase to engang
der var (once there was), a subtle variation that tells the readers we
are entering the world of fairy tales. That world is both ordinary and
extraordinary: we recognize and know it well from our universal
experience with storytelling, and we know it to be a world of surprises,
magical adventures, and fabulous transformations.
Subsequent stories in the collection repeat this phrase, while
identifying an increasing number: a second time there was, a third
time, and so on, all the way up to the nine hundredth story, and" a nine
hundredth time." This repetition has a complex effect on the reader's
experience. On the one hand, the steadily accruing numbers give the
reader a sense of the sheer abundance of stories and the scope of the
project: it seems a remarkable thing to be reading a 200th, 300th, 400th
story. On the other hand, the enumeration of the stories also locates
the reader very specifically within the larger project of 1,001 collected
stories. We know exactly where we are, because the numbers are both
specific and sequential. If we are in the 251 st or 523rd story, we can be
no place else and we cannot be lost, no matter how large the entire
project is. By assigning each story a unique place within the collection,
the simple enumeration of stories places into tension the whole and
the part, the general and the specific. The reader simultaneously
grasps the 1001 story project in its grand ambition and the individual
iteration of a single story in all its local particularity.
If the opening phrase of the first story alludes to a fairy tale world
that hints of possible magic, the rest of that first sentence seems to
keep us securely in a well-known world of realistic detail. The baker
is cheerful-well, of course he is. And naturally he makes special
cookies-that is just what we expect when we imagine bakers. The
fantasy element appears in the second sentence, when we learn
what makes these cookies so special. Not only can they walk all by
themselves, they can follow directions, perform feats of strength,
and sing. As the story progresses, the cookies evolve from inanimate
objects (made by the baker), to animate beings (they can walk, but so
can a wind-up toy), to responsive beings (they follow directions, but so
can a robot), to fully conscious beings who demonstrate independent
agency and something like courage as they sing on their way to their
final destination.
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As the cookies become conscious agents, who make their own
decisions while marching to their destiny, the question arises, how
are we readers to feel about these cookies and their very brief story?
Do the cookies act out a comedy or a tragedy? On the one hand, the
cookies are on their way to being eaten, which certainly seems tragic.
A recurring trope in fairy tales is that the main character does not
want to be eaten. Little Red Riding Hood, Hansel and Gretel, Jack in
the Beanstalk, and the Gingerbread Man would all agree that being
eaten is precisely the fate a fairy tale hero should seek to avoid. But
on the other hand, these cookies do not resist their fate-indeed, they
seem to embrace it. They walk a long way, unsupervised, and ring the
bell themselves. Most surprising of all, they sing! Cookies that sing do
not appear in the slightest to be acting a tragic role.
Perhaps, then, being eaten is not a tragic fate for a cookie. Perhaps
these cookies feel differently about being eaten than would their
human counterparts, like Little Red Riding Hood. Perhaps for a
cookie, being eaten offers a form of fulfillment, or at least a proper
destiny.
If the cookies do have a proper destiny, towards which they joyfully
travel, the funny little story begins to pick up metaphysical meanings.
The journey's end, fittingly located on Western Avenue where the sun
must set, is the last door the cookies must pass through. They cannot
know what is on the other side, except that a woman greets them, and
that the time is coffee time. Coffee time is the moment when a cookie
fulfills its purpose. This coffee time in the house on Western Avenue
is not exactly a stand-in for heaven or for the rapture-there are no
white lights or heavenly choirs. But it is not nothingness or existential
emptiness, either. And perhaps the rapture would be too much for a
cookie.
Jensen chooses to leave us with some uncertainty about the
cookies' fate. He leaves us, with the cookies, on the threshold and at
the portal. Yes, the cookies will be eaten, that much is clear, but what
exactly will it mean to them to be eaten? What we do know is that the
baker who made them is cheerful, he made them to be special, they
arrive where they are supposed to be when it is their time, and they
have passed on their pilgrim way singing. All in all, the metaphysical
vibes are good ones.
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Jensen's Characters: Animal, Vegetable, Mineral, or Metaphysical?

The singing cookies in the first story point to one of the central
features of Jensen's universe: in the realm of the square stories, the
mystery of consciousness may be experienced by people, beasts,
and inanimate objects alike. Jensen's stories often feature humans, of
course- kings and queens, grown-ups and children, who act on their
own impulses and undertake their own adventures. We readers do
not always know what they are thinking, but we recognize them as
characters with human desires, fears, hopes and dreams. For example,
in this story, an ordinary man with a problem finds a solution:
A thirteenth time there was a man who had only one trouser
leg on his trousers, because the other one had completely
worn away. As it happened, the fresh air on the pantless
leg was delightful in the summer. There were also many
people who wanted to talk about his strange trousers. And
because the man loved to chat, he never changed his onelegged trousers.
The unnamed man in this story has a simple problem that will
seem familiar to readers: his pants have worn out. This situation seems
to be irremediable: the trouser leg has worn completely away, beyond
anyone's power to patch or repair. The man's problem arises because
the universe is entropic-things decay, wear out, and fall to ruin. Or
perhaps his problem arises because the universe is unpredictablethings decay in a surprisingly asymmetrical fashion, leaving his pair
of pants lopsided and apparently dysfunctional. But if the universe
seems organized in a way that creates difficulties for the man, it also
unexpectedly conspires to create solutions. The fresh air, unsought
and unbidden, is pleasant on the bare skin. The novelty of the onelegged pants brings the sociable man into conversation with others.
Without any intervention of his own, the flaw in his life is transformed
into an advantage, one that he values and protects. The one action the
man takes in the entire story is a non-action: he chooses not to change
his pants, thus accepting the universe in which he finds himself, with
all its funny, mixed blessings. This story has nothing supernatural or
magical in it, unless we understand the transformation of a curse into
a blessing to be a kind of miracle.
Along with the stories featuring human characters, Jensen also
regularly writes stories where the main characters are animals. These
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fable-like stories feature scheming ducks, soulful horses, enterprising
dogs, and talented birds of every variety. The animals are often
involved in human-like activities-attending parties, falling in love,
riding bicycles. They always have the power to think and act, and
sometimes they can even read, write, and speak.
The actions of these sentient creatures often tell us something
about our human nature, just as the animals in Aesop's fables provide
insight into human talents and foibles. In this story, for example, a
duck is contemplating one of the central mysteries of his life:
A three hundred and sixty eighth time there was a duck
with a terrible bunch of wrinkles on his forehead. And since
he never said anything, but only wrinkled his forehead, all
the other ducks thought he must be going around thinking
deep thoughts about life and death. But he wasn't doing
that. He was thinking about feet, duck feet, which after all
was only natural.
While these actions are extraordinary for animals, they are quite
ordinary for us, and so the animal's remarkable cleverness and skill
somehow seems less surprising.
Looking beyond the animal kingdom, Jensen includes many
stories about plants and vegetable forms of life. The trees in the forest
and the vegetables in the garden regularly appear as characters, just
as capable as the animals of taking actions, making mistakes, suffering
defeats and celebrating victories. In this story, for example, a tree and
a bird communicate across the line dividing animal and vegetable, to
their mutual benefit:
A sixth time there was a tree and a little bird. They were
good friends and they often talked together. The little bird
would fly up high above the treetop and look all around.
Then it would fly down again and sit with the tree and
report everything it had seen. And then the tree would tell
the bird all the strange things its roots could see down deep
in the earth. In this way they both grew wise. And one time
in a hundred, they were so filled with wonder, they both fell
silent for a long while.
More miraculous even than the letter writing animals and the
talking trees are the many inanimate objects who find themselves
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in the stories Jensen tells where everyday things are brought to life
and given personalities, thoughts, and narrative arcs. These everyday
things are sometimes natural objects, like rocks, stones, clouds and
rivers, and they are sometimes human-made objects, like a ten-penny
nail, a wagon wheel, or a piano. In this story, for example, Jensen
imagines the life history of a frying pan:
A seventh time there was an old black frying pan. It was
in charge of a big kitchen out in the Baltic Sea, but it didn't
want to be the boss any longer. So it sailed away, and it sank
to the bottom of the sea, and it came at last to Bornholm,
where it married a smoked herring.
Again, the story combines ordinary and extraordinary details.
How strange to imagine a frying pan, the most quotidian of objects, as
the main character of any story, let alone this dramatic adventure story!
Yet the details of the story work to mitigate our surprise by putting the
heroic frying pan into something like a logical and predictable world.
Would a frying pan in the realistic world we know quit its job, sail
away, and get married to a smoked herring? No. But would a frying
pan sink? Could you get to Bornholm by traveling on the bottom of
the Baltic Sea? And is Bornholm renowned for its smokehouses and
famous for smoked herring? Yes, yes, and, actually, yes.
The plot the frying pan character embarks upon is also familiar
to us, indeed classic. In short order, the frying pan works a job,
experiences conflict, goes on a journey, and gets married - these
are the main plot points of many novels, including the prototypical
bildungsroman The Apprenticeship of Wilhelm Meister. That eighteenthcentury novel by Goethe established a model for quest narratives,
which has been followed by thousands of novels and screenplays,
from Jane Eyre to Star Wars. One of the surprises in Jensen's seventh
story is that what Wilhelm Meister takes 400 pages to do the frying
pan accomplishes in three sentences. In fact, all the action takes place
in the last two sentences alone. But, of course, the biggest surprise is
that the hero of this quintessentially human story has been replaced
by an old black frying pan.
A black frying pan is an unusual hero, to be sure, but in Jensen's
stories, absolutely anything can be alive, including the alphabet
letters, the words, and the stories themselves.
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A three hundred and sixtieth time there was a dark hole up
near Aalborg. That's where the alphabet letters were born.
They were hoisted up to the light in large baskets. Then
they were put into the books, for otherwise they would be
bitten to death by dogs and scratched by cats and run over
by cars and blown far out to sea. But there was one letter.
It would not go into a book. It was The-Forever-Secret-Letter.
In this story, the alphabet letters have human characteristics.
They are born, they have substance and weight, they face physical
challenges to their physical beings. They also have awareness, and at
least one of them has the ability to resist stubbornly the expectations
of others. Jensen imagines an unsettling world where the signifiers are
not passive holders of human meaning, but instead have their own
opinions and take control of their own destinies. That is a world that
will remain outside human efforts to define and control. It will forever
retain some strangeness, some secrecy.
Finally, this strangeness and unknowability of the world is the
focus of several stories that have no characters at all. In these ludic and
lyrical passages, Jensen simply takes the reader to a place of wonder:
A one hundred and forty first-time there was a deep silence,
and inside the silence was a new silence. And the second
silence was even deeper than the first. So it kept on going,
with the one silence inside the other. In the very inmost
place, there was a face, and standing in each of its eyes was
a tree that was completely still. And in each tree, there was
a bird singing.
In this story, there is no plot, and there are no characters. Much
of what is described is impossible: how can there be silence inside
of silence? How can there be a face with trees in its eyes? But the
details of face and tree and bird are familiar to us, and the bird does
what we know birds typically do. The combination of familiarity and
strangeness, commonplace reality and ecstatic vision, is a signature of
Jensen's stories.
Louis Jensen's Square Story project, which he began in 1992
and will finish sometime this decade, is already an extraordinary
achievement. In Denmark, the stories have won him an audience of
adult as well as child readers, perhaps because the stories are quirky
and unpredictable enough to appeal to all sensibilities. Sometimes
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playful, sometimes serious, the stories are good to analyze individually,
but as Jensen reaches the completion of his grand design, it is also
good to look at the project as a whole. Reading through the 900 stories
Jensen has published so far brings us into a world where ordinary life
is transformed and yet its lineaments and contours remain familiar.
Jensen makes us at home in an astonishing world.
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